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LOVE LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR

EMMA NORTON,
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Dear Reader,

After the release of the first issue, Aries, I identified a few things that
I know for sure. Work isn't hard if you love it, but you have to be
willing to put in the prep work first, lay the foundation. 

I recently listened to a Tony Robbins interview, and he said 

happiness = progress. 

Reflecting on the foundational work that went into Aries, all of the
thoughts and feelings it stirred up, and realizing the tweaks to be
made along the way, Taurus somehow felt more effortless. That was
obviously the created effect, and the consistency became the proof of
progress.

Taurus as springlike energy, earthy yet luxurious, evokes that
knowing of worthiness. In determining the aesthetic for this month,
the team had differing opinions of Taurus. I see the archetype as
sensuous and regal, nurturing and stubborn. Others view it as a salt
of the earth; let's play with worms type. With these differing views in
mind, the one thing remained true. Taurus works hard, stays present,
and enjoys what they do. 

This season brings themes of worthiness, opportunity and, in my
opinion, standards. I have Taurus in my 6th house, with my ruling
planet of Jupiter (I am a Sagittarius Rising.) The 'plodding along'
Taurean nature helps me hold a consistency with my efforts toward
my wellness and feel more comfortable in my personal views on
integrity. 

Throughout this issue, we highlight beauty (Venus, Taurus's ruling
planet) and Money (2nd house) and revel in Taurus's earthy mystique,
as it takes away the superficiality of these themes in life and reminds
us that we are worthy of them. Taurus works for what they love, and
entrepreneurially, this couldn't be more apt. So I expand in this
season in health and productivity.

With Love,
Emma



"I HAVE”
Taurus is the velour tracksuit of the zodiac. It’s all about
comfort meets luxury. Ruled by Venus, and in the 2nd house
relating to finances, Taurus evokes you to find your value then
raise that number by a few zeros. It’s all about giving steady
and consistent efforts towards a tangible goal. Taurus
understands the work that has to go into having what you
want, and the driving force of the bull is the endgame. Not
boastful but simply embodied, Taurus energy earns a strong
reputation and enjoys it. 

A lover of who and what they love, Taurus sits aptly in April
and May, when the flowers begin to bloom, and we start to see
the fresh vibrancy of green all around us. It is refreshing and
stable energy, as we focus on what we have to determine
where we are next going. 

Midheaven, 10th House of Career
To have a Taurus Midheaven in your birth chart (the highest point you can reach in
your chart, hence the correlation to your career growth), you love to have certainty
and direction on your path. You are solid and steadfast. You need to follow a plan, and
endure. You have a penchant for beauty, so regardless of your career, you have to
create a beautiful aesthetic for your branding, workspace, etc. You also are driven
toward finances, and have the capacity to earn your desired revenue through strategic
processes.
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theindoorforest.ca @theindoorforestcanada
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@EGOxLESS

Traditionally, an opportunity is viewed as something you are offered and need
to take advantage of. It seems as though we often consider an opportunity as
something that is bestowed upon us like some magical relic from a far-off land.
We either seize it, claim it as our own or, truthfully, more often than not, the
self-sabotage kicks in due to a lack of feeling worthy of it. So we procrastinate,
blame, avoid, run away, stay small or whatever our defence mechanism of
choice is. 

Taurus is about knowing your worth. Heading into this Taurus energy is all
about consistent efforts toward goals and appreciating whatever you deem
luxurious. So, why do entrepreneurs, unless labelled as delusional narcissists,
do we not fully embody our worthiness and know that we are giving
opportunities as much as we are essentially chasing after them and not being
in proper receiving mode? Let's break that longwinded message down further. 

EGOxLESS.com

Recently, I listened to Tony
Robbins in an interview, and he

stated that:
Progression = Happiness. 

Photo by Shvets Anna from Pexels

VALUING THE
OPPORTUNITIES YOU

PROVIDE

BY 
EMMA

NORTON

This simple understanding is
that you will reach your desired
outcome if you constantly and
strategically work toward your
ambitions. This focus on effort
and taking the baby steps in
the right direction is that
statement in action, and we
can express our gratitude for
our little wins because we are
noting our progression. If we
are constantly working toward
something, it is wise to
celebrate the small victories
and treat them like progress
trackers because
psychologically, we are
rewarding ourselves and
building up our concept of self-
worth. This, as a result, is our
happiness practice.

http://www.instagram.com/EGOxLESS
http://www.egoxless.com/


Being an entrepreneur, and being
human really, is about expansion. As
someone who has Jupiter (the planet
of luck and expansion) in the
hardworking and stable Taurus, I am
drawn to the persistence toward an
opportunity, yes, and I also embody
the endurance to make it happen. I am
strong like bull. I have years of
personal and professional experiences
that led me here, and I can bank on
my wisdom, charisma and the
opportunities I create and offer to
others. However, only recently did I
take in the value I provide clients,
readers, collaborators, my cats, etc.
and take the idea of an opportunity to
flip it into the empowerment of my
self-concept. This seemingly small
mental shift has helped me immensely
in terms of confidence in content
creation, price quotes, a broader client
reach and being in alignment with my
purpose of assisting others in
communicating authentically.

A major entrepreneurial lesson is what we
provide as an opportunity. After (most
often) years of practice riddled with
rejections, failures, and facing all of the
fears, our self-worth (ideally) flourishes. We
redefine success by the equal reciprocation
of opportunities flowing in and out. It is not
something that happens overnight, and
often those success stories we see are a
fluke, and the stories of growth and grit are
far sexier. The appeal of a good human
progression is unrivalled, in my opinion,
because that knowledge of self and purpose
is what the real win is for an entrepreneur
and those who we serve with the
opportunities we provide.

we can be staunch in our responses to an opportunity and try to be very astute.
Meanwhile, we are squealing inside from the excitement when it's real for us. I believe
it is wholeheartedly okay to express your joy over something as much as you might
express empathy. Being genuine about how opportunities make us feel showcases
gratitude, and that fearlessness of self-expression is all about that worthiness and that
luxuriously earthy Taurus energy. 

Photo by Guryan from Pexels
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VALUING THE
OPPORTUNITIES YOU

PROVIDE

BY 
EMMA

NORTON

In terms of professionalism, 
exceptionally as entrepreneurs, 
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THE 2ND
HOUSE
REPORT

consciouseconomics.ca @consciouseconomics

A New Economy
 for taurus

Economic Forecast for Taurus in 2nd and Capricorn Midheaven in the 10th   
*Channeled message for the new economy*
During this great transition on the planet, old systems are collapsing, and new
systems will need to be built. You are a critically important leader in the new
economy, as you have the discipline and vision to create new foundational
infrastructure and help humanity reach new goals. Your drive and unwavering
ambition serve us all now. As many people lose faith and focus at this time, your
strength acts as an energetic propeller, pulling us forward even when it feels like we
are slipping back. Your high moral integrity supports the goal of building a more
conscious economy. Your traditional approach will help ground some of the higher
wave innovations arising at this time. We need your practical leadership in the
Aquarian Age, as you bring cohesion and structure to the esoteric and mystical
approach, creating natural balance and integration for new economy energies.   

Leveraging the way in which you relate to the
economy and how to make more money through
your creative and holistic passions. 

The natural zodiac sign of the second house is
Taurus, so if you have this placement in your natal
chart, you're in for a treat. The hardworking bull
represents Taurus. You'll naturally work hard to
create stability and balance in your finances and
use your persistence to build a solid material
foundation for yourself and your loved ones. As an
earth sign, Taurus relishes in the simple pleasures
of the material realm, enjoying the simple luxuries
of life- good food, good drinks, and good company.
Taureans are responsible and prefer to follow the
rules, so it's natural for this 2nd house placement
to take a mature and tempered approach to
investing and finance. They are happy to see
longer-term financial goals through to the end,
opting for stability over risk. These characteristics
typically make Taurus second house natives great
savers, as they have abundant patience. Taurus
strives for peace and calm and often values money
and material wealth for its ability to create
harmony and balance. Yet, this placement must
watch out for being overly cautious with money and
frugal. You can be responsible and enjoy your
money simultaneously, and it is through your
enjoyment of the little luxuries you find yourself in
true alignment.  

BY 
RHIANNON 
 ROSALIND

New Economy Investment Manger 
Quantum Physicist
CEO of a Conscious Economy Enterprise
Physician/ Healthcare Professional  

Creative + Holistic Career Choices & Advice –
Midheaven Report 

Taurus rulership in the second house most
often has a Capricorn Midheaven placement in
the 10th house of career, reputation, public
image, goals and ambition. With the double
earth element here, you're driven to reach
your goals in work and finance and have a
major motivation to succeed in the material
realm. You are known to be hardworking,
diligent, practical, and highly disciplined. This
is a powerful placement; you are here to make
a name for yourself in business and build
wealth. The caution for this placement is not
to lose oneself in work. It is very easy for a
Capricorn Midheaven native to fall into
workaholic tendencies, so ambitious and
determined that you lose sight of the other
essential areas of your life. It is also crucial for
you to balance your competitive edge and
assertiveness in business with the loving, calm
nature of your Taurus 2nd house. Below are a
few fantastic new economy career choices that
would suit the owner of this powerful
combination:

http://consciouseconomics.ca/
http://consciouseconomics.ca/
http://www.instagram.com/consciouseconomics


Break down your goals into smaller pieces. It’s easier to stay on track this way.
Create a reward system for yourself. Set your goal and a few milestones, for each
milestone you reach give yourself a small reward (a cup of special tea, watch an
episode of your fave show on Netflix, whatever you feel is an appropriate
reward). You can give yourself a bigger reward once you’ve reached your goal
Make sure your work environment excites you, if you enjoy pretty things, make
sure this is reflected in the aesthetic of your work environment.

Productivity Tips
If you are struggling with motivation: 

Productivity
by The

Midheaven

B Y

R E N S K E

E N S I N G

Characteristics
Those with a Taurus (Earth) Midheaven are often drawn to creativity and
the finer things in life. Although sometimes perceived as a little lazy and
struggling with motivation, but a Taurus midheaven never gives up on a goal
until they have achieved success.

These earth runes
represent the Taurus

characteristics of
Hardworking, Stable,

Stubborn, Goal
oriented, Creative.

Interpretation:
Beginning, Cowhorns

For Taurus:
Foundation in order

Interpretation:
Animal, Facing the

Light
For Taurus: Rooted

but open.

Interpretation:
Harness the bull,
centring energy &

order, fear into trust 
For Taurus: Stable
force within the

community

simple-va.com @simple.vbm

The word "rune" means "to carve or to cut." The origins of runes used as a form of
divination date from approximately 150 CE to 1100 CE in Northern Europe. After 1100 CE,
they were replaced by the Latin writing system with the incoming colonization of Rome.

When we study the runes, we do not only come across linguistic patterns representing
practical information such as accounts of dates and names; we also come across "non-
linguistic" inscriptions which represent magical symbolism and incantations of protections,
blessings or curses."
Source: https://www.kornevall.com/post/unearthing-ancient-magic-in-the-runes-messages-
with-hidden-symbols-and-powerful-numbers

There is another layer of personal interpretation of the rune by the person who casts the
rune. It is unveiled through extensive work with the runes over time. Therefore, the runic
interpretations are mentioned here, after working with the runes on the four elements and
specific zodiac signs.

The earth element in productivity is all
about basics and structures. It allows
you to work effectively and, for example,
not waste time by having to search
where you have stored your documents.
However, too much of this element
repeatedly create new schedules and
procedures but does not use them
correctly. Once you have found a plan or
process that works, being unable to
deviate from them, when this element is
balanced, you have structures in place
for guidance but can shift when life
throws you a curveball.

Here are 3 ways to increase (+) or
decrease (-) your fire element.

+ nature walks
+ grounding meditation 
+ cook a meal from scratch 

- try a new exercise routine 
- power walking in nature 
- breathwork 

http://simple-va.com/
http://simple-va.com/
http://www.instagram.com/simple.vbm
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Earth is the element of groundedness. 
Earth has patience that can endure anything. It is stable and strong
and aware of its abundance. It can wait for more. Someone with a
lot of earth in their chart will have fierce confidence in themselves
and others. They know they are dependable, which makes them
steadfast friends and colleagues. The Earth is the caretaker of
everything, after all.

And while they may be practical and grounded, that same force can
prevent them from taking risks or leaps of faith. They will prefer to
leave that for folks with a lot of fire in their charts. Super logical
beings, people with more earth also tend to have trouble tapping
into their emotions and responding to their heart's calling. The
logic of the mind determines their actions.

Everyone needs one earth-influenced person in their corner - and
yes, that includes people with a lot of their own earthy energy too!
They crave security and comfort - often in the form of material
possessions. While this will initially focus on themselves, if they
come to see you as one of their people, earth-influenced folks will
want to provide that for you. 
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Revisit your goals and remind yourself why you’re going after
them. Consider making a vision board while you’re at it!
Pick one small, achievable thing and just do that. Do your best to
do it well but forget about perfection.
Find someone with a lot of fire and enjoy their contagious
passion for reawakening you to yours.
Go outside and reconnect with nature. Stand barefoot in the
grass, run as fast as you can until you’re all out of breath, or lay
on the lawn and feel everything moving around you. Whatever
you have to do to connect with this driving element, do it.

Balancing Your Earth
When the earth element is unbalanced, you might feel unstable,
ungrounded, worried, and full of doubt. The usual self-sufficiency
and drive seen in people with earth dominance in their birth chart
will seem weak or non-existent. It can also be exhibited through
extreme stubbornness and unwillingness to try something new or
change tactics even when that could be the most helpful thing they
could do.

In either case, balancing earth energy often means finding stability
again. You can:

mydarlingsimplicity.com @kp_hartman

Being a Good Leader Sometimes Means Being a Good Follower
It's not uncommon for the Earth signs, and Taurus in particular, to
wind up in leadership positions. Who wouldn't want them there?
They're hardworking, dependable, independent, self-sufficient, and
full of love for those around them. But sometimes, those very
qualities can cause them to overwork themselves (and others),
forgetting that not everyone is the workhorse, leading to burnout.
They can also get stuck in the rigid way they do things and be
unwilling to listen to suggestions from their teams. The symbol of
Taurus is a bull, after all.

Being a good leader may mean learning how to be a good follower.
One of the best ways a Taurus can lead is by offering others
leadership positions while supporting them as they grow into their
role. That could look like quietly taking directions from them, doing
things their way, and allowing their inherent stable nature to be a
safety net for them.

http://mydarlingsimplicity.com/
http://www.instagram.com/kp_hartman
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Working with a Taurus
Leadership positions and a positive reputation seem to come
easy to Taurus-influenced people. Generally, you'll probably like
working with them. Their grounded strength and patience will
make you feel supported and provide just the right amount of
external structure you need to do your job well. You'll feel like
they want you to succeed and grow and even take on leadership
positions of your own because they inspire you. But there might
also be moments when you worry they've given you too much
independence. When their earth is in balance, having a Taurus
team leader is a dream come true. 

As fiercely independent people, they might leave you in peace
to do what you're doing, trusting you'll be self-sufficient like
them. Unless they truly believe the success of the project is in
jeopardy, you'll have to go to them for support. They won't
come to you. The same is true for what they're thinking in
general. While they won't necessarily volunteer their thought
process for getting something done, it's okay to ask for it. And
with the patience of the Earth, they'll walk you through it.

But don't ask them how they got into leadership positions
unless you're prepared for the most Taurus, self-help answer.
They'll likely shrug and tell you it's all a matter of hard work.
With the Earth's influence so thoroughly in their favor, hard
work often pays off tenfold.

Inside and outside of leadership positions, their vital self-
sufficiency can make it difficult for them to ask for and accept
help. Still, offer your support because even the most
independent people need someone they can rely on and fall
back on. Being there for them, in general, will help build trust
and loyalty in your relationship.

To see where Taurus and other earth energy shows up for you,
it's best to look up your birth chart and find out where you are
most affected.

Earth in Taurus
The earth is so strong in Taurus-influenced people that they
can very literally dig out the life they want with some grit and
determination. The trick with these earthy influenced people is
to know when to stop digging in one direction and when to
start plowing in toward the new.

The same earth element that drives them towards success sets
them up to be exceptional leaders, makes them dependable,
and makes them stubborn. Like a tree, rooted fiercely in the
soil that holds them, they can be fiercely resistant to change
while simultaneously reaching with open hands for comfort
and luxury. That search for comfort can be harmless self-care
and self-soothing, but it will always be necessary for the
Taurus to watch out for where it turns to greed.

mydarlingsimplicity.com @kp_hartman
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ENTREPRENEUR 
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My work is: Thoughtful, Mindful, Creative, Beautiful
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if aries is from mars, then
taurus is from venus. 
she can’t help but be weighty
in her head, neck and shoulders,
for taurus is a bull.

in a house full of teacups.
a bull, with glowing emerald 
eyes and a horn that glitters 
in the sun, made of soft, 
pink clay. when taurus arrives,
she will bring a bouquet of 
lavender, lilies, lilac and spring. 

she did not 
disturb the earth 
or its creatures when
plucking those gifts for you, 
but instead poured over a 
flower crown and delivered it to 
mother earth’s doorstep. 
all she wants is
for you to welcome her into
your home; your heart. when 
she is invited, she will prove
herself stable, steadfast, safe.

she will greet you 
at the door with affection,
hold her hand, graze
your ribs, make you tea, tell you 
she’s proud of you, write
you perfect sonnets. she will 
run you a bath made of rose
and sage, lather her desire 
into a basin full of 
bubbles, wrap you in a
velvet mug of hot cocoa and
refuse to move.

TASTE OF
ASTROLOGY

BY 
YODA

OLINYK

doulaofwords.com @doulaofwords

http://www.doulaofwords.com/
http://www.doulaofwords.com/
http://www.instagram.com/doulaofwords
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ASTROLOGY

BY 
YODA 

OLINYK
 

serves 2serves 2
Ingredients:Ingredients:  

cauliflower, wholecauliflower, whole
½ cup + 2 tbsp all-purpose flour, divided½ cup + 2 tbsp all-purpose flour, divided

½ cup panko breadcrumbs½ cup panko breadcrumbs
1 egg, lightly beaten1 egg, lightly beaten
½ cup whole milk½ cup whole milk  

2 tbsp butter2 tbsp butter
½ cup grated sharp cheddar½ cup grated sharp cheddar
½ cup peas, frozen or fresh½ cup peas, frozen or fresh

4-6 spears of asparagus4-6 spears of asparagus
handful of sprouts/pea shootshandful of sprouts/pea shoots

garlic powder (optional)garlic powder (optional)
salt and peppersalt and pepper

www.letyodacookforyou.com @yodaskitchen

Place both cauliflower steaks into the pan andPlace both cauliflower steaks into the pan and
let it sizzle and brown on medium-high heatlet it sizzle and brown on medium-high heat
for about 2-3 minutes. Once browned, flip overfor about 2-3 minutes. Once browned, flip over
and then place the entire pan into your ovenand then place the entire pan into your oven
to finish cooking. Set timer for 20 minutes.to finish cooking. Set timer for 20 minutes.
Next, in a small saucepan, melt the butter onNext, in a small saucepan, melt the butter on
medium. Add 2tbsp flour to the pot and stirmedium. Add 2tbsp flour to the pot and stir
with a spoon until the mixture is thick andwith a spoon until the mixture is thick and
smooth, about 2 minutes.smooth, about 2 minutes.
Add ½ cup of milk, one splash at a time,Add ½ cup of milk, one splash at a time,
stirring the whole time. Once the milk is allstirring the whole time. Once the milk is all
added, let the mixture come to a boil onadded, let the mixture come to a boil on
medium-high heat. This should only take amedium-high heat. This should only take a
few minutes.few minutes.
Once boiling, remove from the heat and stir inOnce boiling, remove from the heat and stir in
½ cup cheddar cheese and a pinch of salt and½ cup cheddar cheese and a pinch of salt and
pepper.pepper.
Rinse the asparagus and cut into coins, aboutRinse the asparagus and cut into coins, about
5mm in length (the size of a pea) and5mm in length (the size of a pea) and
submerge them in the boiling water, alongsubmerge them in the boiling water, along
with the peas. Cook 1 minute and strain.with the peas. Cook 1 minute and strain.  
To put this luxurious dish together, divide theTo put this luxurious dish together, divide the
cheddar sauce between two plates. Place acheddar sauce between two plates. Place a
crispy cauliflower steak on top, and thencrispy cauliflower steak on top, and then
spoon the pea/asparagus mixture around thespoon the pea/asparagus mixture around the
steak. Enjoy!steak. Enjoy!

CRISP & CREAM

Method:
Preheat your oven to 375. Fill a small pot of water
and a pinch of salt, and set it on the stove, with a
lid, to boil.
You will need three bowls to bread your
cauliflower. Fill one bowl with ½ cup flour, the
next with the egg, the next with panko
breadcrumbs. In the flour bowl, add 1 tsp salt, 1
tsp garlic powder and pepper and stir thoroughly!
Set all bowls aside.
Place the whole cauliflower on your cutting board
and cut it exactly in half using a sharp knife.
Next, cut the round edge off each half, so you are
left with two cauliflower “steaks,” about 1.5-2cm
thick. (Save all the extra cauliflower bits for soup,
stirfry or salad!)
Dip the cauliflower into the seasoned flour first.
Next, dip it in the beaten egg, coating on all sides.
Next, dip it into the panko.
Heat a large non-stick, oven-safe skillet (cast iron
works great for this!) and add a generous amount
of olive oil. Wait for the oil to get very hot (test by
tossing in a piece of panko and once it sizzles
wildly, it’s ready!)

http://www.letyodacookforyou.com/
http://www.instagram.com/yodaskitchen
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Products 
By The Stars

TAURUS

magiceoffering.ca @magic.offering

BY  KATELYN 
GILLENO

Fry Pan in SAGE
Caraway
www.carawayhome.com   $119.74 CAD

START THE DAY WITH NOURISHMENT

Slow and steady wins the race and persistence is key. Like the mighty bull, being
stubborn in your practices can lead to great things. This spring season, start with
a walk and see where it leads. One step at a time will get you there!

There is something so luxurious about an eye mask, let alone a velvet one. Take a
minute to relax, meditate or even nap, you deserve to care for yourself. Add some
drops of essential oils to really solidify the mood you're creating.

It is magical how a scent can immerse you into a feeling. These botanical unisex fragrances
focus on natural and earthy tones, each leaning to both spectrums of masculine and
feminine. You will be surprised how this one small intentional act can truly add  luxury to 
 your routine.

LETS GET MOVING
57/40 "Lunar New Year" Unisex SHOE
New Balance
www.newbalance.ca    $139.99 CAD

MINDFUL MOMENT
Elizabeth Scarlett British Blooms Eye Mask
Lark
 www.larklondon.com  $39.33 CAD

DESKTOP
ESSENTIALS
Lake Green Medium Hand Blown Glass Bud Vase
Brook Drabot
www.brookdrabot.com  $35 CAD
With the ruling planet of Venus, it makes sense that beauty is something Taurus
surrounds itself with. With spring flowers blossoming, display some florals on your
desk and see how natural beauty can inspire.

GIFT IDEA
Where the WIld Roses Grow - Botantical Eau de Parfum,
Norwegian Wood - This Bird Has Flown - Botanical Perfume Oil
Corpo Sancto
www.corpo-sancto.com  $36.87 CAD to $92.15 CAD

Taurus dominant people are known for appreciating high quality things, especially
food. I promise if you take that extra time out of your morning to prepare a
delicious meal for yourself, you will feel the difference through the day.

http://www.magicearth.ca/
http://www.instagram.com/magic.offering
http://www.carawayhome.com/
http://www.carawayhome.com/
http://www.newbalance.ca/
http://www.newbalance.ca/
http://www.larklondon.com/
http://www.larklondon.com/
http://www.brookdrabot.com/
http://www.corpo-sancto.com/
http://www.corpo-sancto.com/


Taurus 

Energy

Reading

Contemplative Taurus energy washes over the
collective. Reflect on what you have. This
guide highlights where to root your creative and
entrepreneurial goals for a stable foundation
and financial abundance.

Aries - Two of Cups
Partnership. Look for a business partner willing
to create a mutually beneficial relationship.
Create synergy through complimentary talents.
Ground yourself in contracts. Being literally on
the same page as others will support a
harmonious relationship and prosperity. 

Taurus - Four of Wands
Home. Celebrate reaching milestones in your
creative and entrepreneurial efforts. To ground
yourself find a stable habitat in which to tend to
your goals. A firm home foundation gives you
space to feel secure and grow.

Gemini - 10 of Swords 
Ending. End to a once promising
entrepreneurial relationship is a shock. Let go
and facilitate renewal. Educational experiences
require you to rise above and evolve. Release
what no longer serves to heal and find
abundance.

Cancer - Seven of Pentacles 
Investment. Find sustainable investments. Look
at the big picture and analyze what needs to be
pruned from your life. Time and energy is
valuable. Know how to avoid exhaustion by
assessing how to get the most from your efforts.

BY 

MAE 

GREEN 

The Tuscarora Seer on Etsy @tuscaroraseer

https://www.etsy.com/ca/shop/TheTuscaroraSeer
http://www.instagram.com/tuscaroraseer


Sagittarius - King of Swords
Intellectual Power. Take a role of authority and
express truth. Stabilize in defined values.
Clarity of mind, impartial judgment, and
recruiting professional advisors secures your
financial abundance. Contact experts and grow. 

Capricorn - 6 of Swords
Transition. Move from your comfort zone.
Stability comes from acceptance of transition.
Acceptance of change aligns with your highest
good. Long -term prosperity requires making
difficult decisions, compromises, and knowing
you need to shed.

Aquarius - Strength
Courage. Secure stability through persistence.
Use influence and persuasion to assert ‘quiet’
power. Find advantage in intuition. Hold space
for others to support you. Tame your animal
instincts for prosperous balance.

Pisces - The High Priestess Reversed
Secrets. Embrace silence and listen to inner
guidance. Withdraw from drama and hold
knowledge close. Intuition brings potent
information. Hidden agendas are revealed.
Stable abundance comes from observation,
truth, and waiting to play your cards just right. 

Taurus 
Energy
Reading

The Tuscarora Seer on Etsy

Leo - The Sun Reversed
Inner Child. Make space to play. Stability comes
from grounding your soul on the bright side of
life. Setbacks to your joy are temporary. Reflect
on what benefits you provide others to secure
abundance. 

Virgo - 2 of Pentacles Reversed
Organization. Structure your responsibilities.
Break out to-do lists, get together a budget, make
use of planners and focus on effective time
management. Stability and achieving goals
requires removing distractions and balancing
commitments.

Libra - 3 of Cups Reversed
Independence. Step back from social events and
time-consuming friendships. Return to yourself
for stability. Group work can be a powerful
creative space but it can also be stifling and
limiting. Reflect on alternative approaches.

Scorpio - Ace of Pentacles
Manifestation. Root in new beginnings. Ideas
become reality. Stabilize your energy to support
what is in your mind’s eye. Wealth is a holistic
endeavor and prosperity attracts. Count
blessings.

BY 

MAE 

GREEN 

FEATURED DECK

Cosma Visions
Oracle
www.jamesreadsmerch.com
$58.06 CAD

@tuscaroraseer

Pure energy radiates from
this unique and breathtaking
oracle deck. Let this deck
ground you to Earth and the
magic of existence, feeling the
essence of each card take you
away in fantastical beauty. 

https://www.etsy.com/ca/shop/TheTuscaroraSeer
http://www.jamesreadsmerch.com/
http://www.instagram.com/tuscaroraseer
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Hello from your
starry-eyed  friends at 
THE WHEEL!

Want to promote your
product or service in the

magazine?
 

Check out our Media Kit
and reach out!
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http://www.egoxless.com/thewheel
http://www.instagram.com/thewheel
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